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Abstract
Preferable hospitalization of COVID-19 patients has become an urgent and challenging task to save lives amidst the

unexpected rising of the 3rd wave, where fuzzy set and matching techniques are considered due to their inherent capability

to deal with uncertain suitable pair selection. The matching technique has been widely used to solve decision-making

problems due to its capability to determine the suitable pair between the objects of two disjoint sets, whereas fuzzy set is

well known to manage uncertain situations. This paper extends the matching technique using fuzzy set and proposes a

novel fuzzy matching approach to solve uncertain decision-making problems. We also extend the fuzzy matching approach

in the framework of an intuitionistic fuzzy set. A relation between the matching technique and fuzzy set theory is

established by developing the preference sequence of the elements. The fuzzy entropy is used to measure the closeness

among the elements between two distinct sets. Applicability of the proposed approach is measured by providing an

illustrative case study concerned with the preferred hospitalization of the COVID-19 patients. Finally, a comparative study

is given to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed approach, where the intuitionistic fuzzy set-based matching approach

shows better performance compared to fuzzy and conventional matching based approach. For experimentation purpose,

this study uses 9424 patients and 234 hospitals with a total available capacity of 18,024 beds.

Keywords Fuzzy matching � Intuitionistic fuzzy matching � Fuzzy entropy � COVID-19 � Preferred hospitalization

1 Introduction

Matching problems related to preference have been broadly

studied in computer science, mathematics, marketing and

economics through the publication of the seminal paper by

Gale and Shapley in 1962 (Gale and Shapley 1962). They

introduced a model to match two elements from two

separate sets. The developed model provided the probable

solution for the college admission problem. The authors

defined a stable matching technique and used it to analyze

the importance of two-side matching. The algorithm pro-

posed in (Gale and Shapley 1962) followed the deferred

acceptance (DA) mechanism. This proposed algorithm has

been applied to solve various problems such as school

selection problem, medical resident allocation, college

admission, etc. Due to the special features of this proce-

dure, it has been continually used by researchers to gen-

erate new conceptual options to solve real-life decision

problems. Motivated by the wide applicability of the

matching technique, many computer scientists, mathe-

maticians, and many others domain experts extended the

model to solve specifically computer science and mathe-

matical problems according to the problem type and cri-

teria. Liu and Ma (2015) proposed a decision model based

on uncertain preference sequences, where a data processing

method was used to generate uncertain preference

sequences, which in turn was applied to compute the
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preference distance of each matching pair. Similarly,

Axtell and Kimbrough (2008) introduced unconventional

and distributed matching techniques where the authors

claimed to provide better functionality over the conven-

tional deferred acceptance matching. The authors argued

that this matching procedure was suitable for the problem,

depending on the combination of several properties. A set

of identical single-sided matching techniques-based algo-

rithms were highlighted in (Lo and Wilson 2017), where

the authors assigned a performance criterion associated

with symmetry and analyzed the performance of queue-

based algorithms which was found to be better than that of

the stack-based algorithm.

Zadeh introduced the fuzzy sets (FS) theory in 1965 to

overcome the limitation of the crisp sets, which is deduced

as either one or zero to represent true or false, respectively

(Zadeh 1965a, b). The FS provides a well-organized

method for constructing uncertain decision-making sys-

tems with the help of uncertain information, where the

uncertain information is used to represent experts’ opin-

ions. A number of researchers are contributing consistently

towards the development of fuzzy set-based research

works. Presently application of fuzzy set theory is found in

many areas such as artificial intelligence (Hung and Yang

2004), decision-making (Xu and Yager 2008; De et al.

2019, 2020; Chellamani et al. 2021; Sun et al. 2021),

optimization (Kumar and Kaur 2012), Pattern Recognition

(Hung and Yang 2004; Gupta and Kumar 2021), weather

forecasting (Tham et al. 2002), marketing (Patra 2022),

medical science (Liu and Wang 2007; Sun et al. 2021;

Verma and Rohtagi 2022), transportation (Kumar and Kaur

2012), social network analysis (Poulik and Ghorai 2021),

etc. Fuzzy sets are considered as precise mathematical

tools for processing data which is derived from vague

information. The vagueness of language and its mathe-

matical representation and processing is one of the major

areas of study in fuzzy set theory. After the introduction of

fuzzy sets in 1965, the researchers modified the fuzzy set in

various ways to manage the unexpected situations, which

are unable to handle by the fuzzy sets. Some of the

extension of fuzzy sets are fuzzy soft sets (Cagman et al.

2011), intuitionistic fuzzy sets (Das et al. 2018), inter value

fuzzy sets (Gorzałczany, 1987), multi-fuzzy sets (Das et al.

2013), fuzzy multi sets (Das et al. 2013), picture fuzzy sets

(Si et al. 2019; Amanathulla et al. 2021), and adaptive

neuro-fuzzy (Cabalar et al. 2012). The fuzzy set was gen-

eralized by Atanassov (1986) and converted into intu-

itionistic fuzzy sets (IFS). The IFS include hesitation

margin as a degree of hesitation (hesitation margin is equal

to complement of the sum of membership and non-mem-

bership degrees). Due to the inclusion of hesitation margin,

IFS has become attractive and more useful to solve various

real-life problems. The idea and semantic depiction of IFS

are more significant, imaginative and appropriate due to the

introduction of the belongingness degree, non-belonging-

ness degree, and hesitation margin. The authors in (Szmidt

and Kacprzyk 2001) demonstrated that IFS is fruitful when

explaining the problem by a linguistic variable which is

given in terms of a membership function and the mem-

bership function alone is inadequate to represent the situ-

ation. Due to the flexibility of IFS in handling uncertainty,

it has wide applicability under imperfectly defined facts

and imprecise knowledge.

Entropy plays an important role in decision making

application particularly in case of uncertainty when the

uncertainty is expressed by fuzzy sets. The fuzzy set-based

entropy illustrates the fuzziness scale of fuzzy sets (Zadeh

1965a, b). In 1965, Zadeh introduced the concept of fuzzy

entropy (Zadeh 1965a, b), where the Shannon entropy of

random variables (Vajda 1950) was modified and fitted in

fuzzy environment. Luca and Termini (1972) introduced

the axiom construction of entropy of fuzzy sets and refer-

red to Shannon’s probability entropy, and interpreted it as a

measure of the amount of information. Kaufmann and

Magens (1975) denoted that the entropy of a fuzzy set can

be obtained by the distance from a fuzzy set to it is nearest

non-fuzzy set. Similarly, Higashi and Klir (1982) followed

the same idea to denote entropy using the distance between

a fuzzy set and its complement. Trillas and Riera (1978)

proposed the procedure to identify various type of entro-

pies for finite fuzzy sets. Loo (1977) proposed a definition

of entropy in respect of a fuzzy system by measuring the

amount of information and distance between a fuzzy set

and a nearest non-fuzzy set. Xuecheng (1992) provided the

definitions of fuzzy similarity, distance and entropy. Fan

and Ma (2002) determined the fuzzy entropy by measuring

distance according to the definitions of fuzzy entropy and

distance measurement procedure. Li and Liu (2006)

announced a well-accepted definition of entropy in the

context of fuzzy set-based on the axiomatic definition of

fuzzy similarity, distance and entropy. Recently, Kadian

and Kumar (2021) have introduced a novel fuzzy entropy

measure for better discriminating the various fuzzy sets.

Entropy helps us to measure the fuzziness degree of a

collection of fuzzy membership values. Cross entropy is

used to measure the relative closeness between two iden-

tical sets.

From late 2019, the world observed the outbreak of the

novel coronavirus at Wuhan in the republic of China (Ren

et al. 2020), and since then, it had a rapid spread all over

the world from the beginning of the following year. This

coronavirus hampered the normal activities of human civ-

ilization due to its uncontrolled and unpredicted behavior.

People over the world became helpless, and their busy

lifestyle came to an end. They were quarantined to isolate

them from the coronavirus (Ren et al. 2020). Researchers
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are continuously working to find the possible solutions.

They are trying to dominate the virus in many ways like

inventing effective treatment, destroying the virus, or

protecting it. Mishra et al. (2020) studied the core area

among the four mega-cities Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai and

Chennai in India and explored the mandatory pandemic

precautions such as social distancing and lockdown.

According to them, most of the underprivileged households

in those four metro cities faced some difficulties to main-

tain physical distancing and isolation; they have the

urgency to move out from the safe zone to collect water,

food and to attend the nature’s call. Si et al. (2021) pro-

posed a decision-making method for selecting preferable

medicine for the appropriate treatment of COVID-19

patients in a picture fuzzy environment through the hybrid

approach of grey relational analysis and Dempster–Shafer

theory. The government of every coronavirus-affected

country has taken the necessary precautions, and several

communities throughout the world are in cooperation with

each other to jointly handle this pandemic situation.

Despite all possible endeavor, there is no approved treat-

ment available to serve the coronavirus-affected patients.

The patients are also trying to get quality clinical service

and top-class treatment based on their experience, financial

status, and availability of resources. Patients and their

family members are rushing towards the hospitals to get the

necessary treatment. But the a few hospital managements

were failed to provide the quality services to all of the

patients and confronted problems regarding patients’

selection because of their limited capacity.

This paper proposes a novel and unique matching

technique in the domain of fuzzy set and intuitionistic

fuzzy set to investigate the hospitalization of COVID-19

patients with difficult situation to mild symptoms. During

the emergency crisis of COVID-19, the conventional pro-

cedure was found to be difficult to maintain the ranking of

the patients and hospitals in a dynamic system to match

each other or admit the patients within suitable hospitals. It

was too complex for the hospitals to investigate the

patient’s condition precisely at the time of admission.

Thereafter the admission procedure of the infected patients

into the corresponding hospitals were not implemented

properly. As a result, there was a possibility for the

admission of highly infected patients to less equipped

hospitals and less infected patients to highly equipped

hospitals. Consequently, it was difficult to provide the

quality treatment to severely infected patients as there was

a chance that the bed with modern treatment equipment

might have been booked by the mild symptom patients.

Hence, there is need to represent the condition of the

patients as well as the status of hospitals using fuzzy set or

intuitionistic fuzzy sets to represent the condition of the

patients as well as the status of hospitals. We estimate the

fuzziness degree of the patients and hospitals using the

entropy, and cross-entropy is applied to measure the rela-

tive closeness between patient and hospital. Fuzziness

degree of the patients are analyzed by the health experts by

observing the present symptoms and age of the patients

along with past history of the patients regarding comor-

bidity. Similarly, the fuzziness degrees of the hospitals are

assigned based on the treatment quality, ICU/HDU units,

ventilator support and availability of experienced doctors

and nurses. Fuzziness degree of patients and hospitals

make the process smooth and assist the health department

to execute a fair admission for providing better treatment.

Initially, we consider the fuzzy set to represent the patient’s

condition and status of hospital. Then to improve the

accuracy, we use intuitionistic fuzzy set to consider the

level of infection of the patient and to represent strength

and weak side of the hospital through the membership and

non-membership degrees, respectively. Next entropy and

cross-entropy are applied to measure the relative closeness

between patient and hospital. The entropy values of

patients and hospitals are considered as the threshold level,

and the patients and hospitals are classified into two groups

based on individual threshold values. The patients with

conditional degree greater than the threshold and hospital

with a status value greater than the threshold are provided

more importance than the other patients and hospitals,

respectively. All the hospitals have a finite capacity to

admit the maximum number of patients. We use the dis-

tance measurement procedure to measure the difference

between patient and hospital regarding patient’s condition

and hospital’s status. If the difference is less than the

predefined tolerance value and the hospital is not full, then

the patient can take admission within the hospital. We use

the proposed matching technique for hospitalization of

coronavirus-affected patients for providing better and bal-

ance medical services among the various types of COVID-

19 patients.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows:

• Extending the conventional matching technique in the

context of fuzzy set, we propose fuzzy matching

technique.

• We have also proposed intuitionistic fuzzy set-based

matching technique by extending the proposed fuzzy

matching technique.

• Fuzzy set-based entropy measure is used in the process

to compute severity of patients and status of hospitals.

• Performance of the proposed matching techniques has

been analyzed by performing comparative analysis with

the conventional matching technique.

The paper is organized as follows: The basic concepts of

fuzzy sets theory and entropy are reviewed in Sect. 2. The
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basic concepts about matching are discussed in Sect. 3.

The proposed fuzzy matching technique is described in

detail in Sect. 4. Then the proposed fuzzy matching is

extended using IFS in Sect. 5. Conventional matching is

given in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, one case study on the prefer-

able hospitalization for COVID-19 patients is provided to

show the effectiveness of the proposed method. Analysis

and discussion are presented in Sect. 8. The paper sum-

marizes the concluding remarks in Sect. 9.

2 Preliminaries

This section briefly discusses fuzzy sets, intuitionistic

fuzzy sets and entropy.

2.1 Fuzzy set

The fuzzy set theory describes and represents the uncer-

tainty of real-life situations (Zadeh 1965a, b). The fuzzy set

A in U is defined as a set of ordered pairs:

A ¼ u; lA uð Þju 2 Uð Þf g, where each element u 2 U is

assigned to a real value, which is called the degree of

membership and belongs to ½0; 1�, and U be the universe of

discourse. The membership function lA uð Þ denotes the

characteristic of the object u (Si et al. 2019) or the degree

of the belongingness of an object in a set. The fuzziness

nature of the object is represented through the use of

membership degree. The three basic operations of the fuzzy

set are complement, intersection and union. These opera-

tions are usually referred to as standard fuzzy set opera-

tions and have a special significance in fuzzy set theory.

The standard complement A of the fuzzy set A with respect

to the universal set U is defined as A uð Þ ¼ 1 � A uð Þ for all

u 2 U. The elements of U for which A uð Þ ¼ A uð Þ are

called equilibrium points of A. The cardinality Aj jð Þ for a

finite fuzzy set A is defined as Aj j ¼
P

u2U lA uð Þ, where

the relative cardinality of fuzzy set A is evaluated by

Ak k ¼ Aj j= Uj j. The fuzzy sets theory provides a mathe-

matical framework that sharply manages the imprecision,

uncertainty and vagueness of the data sets raised during the

data collection due to lack of knowledge and incomplete

information (Zimmermann 2010). One useful concept in

the context of fuzzy set theory is dist �; �ð Þ, which is defined

as dist lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ ¼ lA uð Þ � lB uð Þj j and is used to

measure the distance between two membership values,

where lA uð Þ and lB uð Þ are two membership values. The

dist �; �ð Þ function maintains the following properties:

1. Positiveness: dist lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ� 0 and dist lA uð Þ;ð
lB uð ÞÞ ¼ 0 if and only if lA uð Þ ¼ lB uð Þ.

2. Symmetry: dist lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ ¼ dist lB uð Þ; lA uð Þð Þ.

3. Triangle inequality: dist lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ þ dist lB uð Þ;ð
lC uð ÞÞ� dist lA uð Þ; lC uð Þð Þ.

The standard intersection A \ B, and standard union A [
B between two fuzzy sets A and B are, respectively,

defined as A \ Bð Þ uð Þ ¼ min½A uð Þ;B uð Þ� and A [ Bð Þ uð Þ ¼
max½lA uð Þ; lB uð Þ� for all u 2 U, where min and max denote

the minimum operator and the maximum operator,

respectively. Due to the associativity of min and max, these

definitions can be extended to any finite number of fuzzy

sets. The union (logical OR) and intersection (logical

AND) of fuzzy sets are extended into different way based

on some properties like t-conorm and t-norm. These types

of extended operators are associative, monotonic and

commutative. Some of the typical dual pair’s operators as

follows:

1a. drastic product:

t lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ

¼ min lA uð Þ; lB uð Þf g if max lA uð Þ; lB uð Þf g ¼ 1

0 otherwise

�

:

1b. drastic sum

s lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ

¼ max lA uð Þ; lB uð Þf g if min lA uð Þ; lB uð Þf g ¼ 0

1 otherwise

�

:

2a. bounded difference:

tb lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ ¼ max 0; lA uð Þ þ lB uð Þ � 1f g:

2b. bounded sum:

sb lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ ¼ min 1; lA uð Þ þ lB uð Þf g:

3a. Hamacher product:

tH lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ ¼ lA uð Þ:lB uð Þ
lA uð Þ þ lB uð Þ � lA uð Þ:lB uð Þ :

3b. Hamacher sum:

sH lA uð Þ; lB uð Þð Þ ¼ lA uð Þ þ lB uð Þ � 2:lA uð Þ:lB uð Þ
1 � lA uð Þ:lB uð Þ :

Atanassov (1999) proposed intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS)

which considered the non-membership degree to measure

the dissatisfaction degrees with membership degree. IFS Â

in the universe of discourse U is defined as

Â ¼ u; lÂ uð Þ; mÂ uð Þju 2 U
� �� �

, where lÂ uð Þ be the mem-

bership function and mÂ uð Þ be the non-membership func-

tion, and 0� lÂ uð Þ þ mÂ uð Þ� 1. Furthermore, we call

pÂ uð Þ ¼ 1 � lÂ uð Þ � mÂ uð Þ be the IFS index or hesitancy

degree of u. For a particular element u, u 2 U, then an

object lÂ uð Þ; mÂ uð Þ
� �

is usually called the intuitionistic

fuzzy number (IFN). Consider two IFSs Â and B̂, where

Â ¼ u; lÂ uð Þ; mÂ uð Þju 2 U
� �� �
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B̂ ¼ u; lB̂ uð Þ; mB̂ uð Þju 2 U
� �� �

. Some necessary relations

(Li 2012) between then are narrated below.

a. Â � B̂ if and only if lÂ uð Þ� lB̂ uð Þ; mÂ uð Þ� mB̂ uð Þ;
8u 2 U:

b. Â ¼ B̂ if and only if Â � B̂ and B̂ � Â:

c. The complementary set of Â denoted by Â, is

Â ¼ u; mÂ uð Þ; lÂ uð Þju 2 U
� �� �

:

d. Â� B̂ called Â less fuzzy than B̂, i.e., for 8u 2 U,

If lB̂ uð Þ� mB̂ uð Þ; then lÂ uð Þ� lÂ uð Þ; mÂ uð Þ� mB̂ uð Þ;
If lB̂ uð Þ� mB̂ uð Þ; then lÂ uð Þ� lÂ uð Þ; mÂ uð Þ� mB̂ uð Þ:

e. The Hamming distance between Â and B̂ is denoted by

d Â; B̂
� �

d Â; B̂
� �

¼ 1

2

X
lÂ uð Þ � lB̂ uð Þ
�
�

�
�þ mÂ uð Þ

�
�

�

�mB̂ uð Þ
�
�þ pÂ uð Þ � pB̂ uð Þ

�
�

�
�
�
:

f. The Euclidean distance between Â and B̂ is denoted by

d Â; B̂
� �

dE Â; B̂
� �

¼ 1

2

X

lÂ uð Þ � lB̂ uð Þ
� �2þ mÂ uð Þ � mB̂ uð Þ

� �2þ pÂ uð Þ � pB̂ uð Þ
� �2

� 	1
2

:

2.2 Fuzzy entropy

The entropy of a fuzzy set describes the fuzziness degree of

a fuzzy set. However, according to the user point of view,

the entropy of fuzzy variables satisfies the following three

basic requirements: (a) entropy of a crisp number is min-

imum, i.e., 0, (b) entropy of an equipossible fuzzy mem-

bership degree is maximum, and (c) entropy is applicable

not only to finite and infinite cases but also to discrete and

continuous cases. The fuzziness characteristic of entropy

was introduced in (Li and Liu 2006) due to the information

deficiency in the fuzzy set. Since the fuzzy set considers a

precise membership grade, often it becomes difficult to

retrieve accurate information.

Let xi, i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n be the elements of fuzzy set A and

l xið Þ, 0� l xið Þ� 1 be the membership degree of the fuzzy

setA. Then, the entropy of the fuzzy set A is defined as

H Að Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

S l xið Þð Þ; S l xið Þð Þ

¼ �l xið Þ ln l xið Þð Þ � 1 � l xið Þð Þ ln 1 � l xið Þð Þ :
ð1Þ

It is simple to understand that S l xið Þð Þ is systematic with

respect to l xið Þ = 0.5, where the value of S l xið Þð Þ increa-

ses during the range 0 to0:5, obtains the peek value of

S l xið Þð Þ at l xið Þ = 0.5, and sharply decrease for the inter-

val 0:5–1, which is shown in Fig. 1. The entropy value

becomes zero when the fuzzy variable is degenerated into a

crisp number. In this situation, the uncertainty is entirely

removed. The entropy is used to partition the data set into a

number segment using the membership function to estab-

lish fuzzy thresholds between classes of data. The mini-

mum entropy value for the point x is considered as the

threshold point.

Example 1 Consider a fuzzy set A with different mem-

bership values l xið Þ¼ ð0:7; 0:4; 0:3; 0:8; 0:7; 0:6; 0:4; 0:6Þ.
Then, the entropy EntðAÞ of the fuzzy set A is computed as

Ent Að Þ ¼ � 1

8
0:7log 0:7ð Þ þ 0:3log 0:3ð Þf g½

þ 0:4log 0:4ð Þ þ 0:6log 0:6ð Þf g þ 0:3log 0:3ð Þf
þ 0:7log 0:7ð Þg þ 0:8log 0:8ð Þ þ 0:2log 0:2ð Þf g
þ 0:7log 0:7ð Þ þ 0:3log 0:3ð Þf g þ 0:6log 0:6ð Þf
þ 0:4log 0:4ð Þg þ 0:4log 0:4ð Þ þ 0:6log 0:6ð Þf g

þ 0:6log 0:6ð Þ þ 0:4log 0:4ð Þf g� ¼ � 1

8
� 2:19 ¼ 0:273:

Cross Entropy: Cross entropy is used to measure the

discrimination information between two sets (Li and Liu

2006). Consider two independent discrete fuzzy variables

as X and Y , where 0� xi � 1; xi 2 X and 0� yi � 1; yi 2 Y ,

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::; n. Then, the cross-entropy of X with respect

to Y is denoted as

H X; Yð Þ ¼ 1

n1

Xn1

i¼1

S l xið Þ; l yið Þð Þ; S l xið Þ; l yið Þð Þ

¼ �l xið Þ ln
l xið Þ
l yið Þ � 1 � l xið Þð Þ ln

1 � l xið Þ
1 � l yið Þ :

ð2Þ

Fig. 1 Characterize of fuzzy entropy function
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Example 2 Suppose the arrival delay of six consecutive

landing flights in an airport in the winter season is repre-

sented by X ¼ ð0:13; 0:33; 0:32; 0:13; 0:5; 0:03Þ. Similarly,

the arrival delay of those six flights in summer is repre-

sented by Y ¼ ð0:12; 0:12; 0:12; 0:12; 0:12; 0:12Þ. Here, all

of the values given in X and Y are considered as fuzzy

membership values. Then, the cross-entropy CE(X, Y)

between arrival delays of flights in two different seasons is

estimated to determine the probable arrival delay of the

flights at the airport.

CE X; Yð Þ ¼ � 1

6
0:13log

0:13

0:12


 �

þ 0:87log
0:87

0:88


 �� �

þ 0:33log
0:33

0:12


 �

þ 0:67log
0:67

0:88


 �� �

þ 0:32log
0:32

0:12


 �

þ 0:68log
0:68

0:88


 �� �

þ 0:13log
0:13

0:12


 �

þ 0:87log
0:87

0:88


 �� �

þ 0:5log
0:5

0:12


 �

þ 0:5log
0:5

0:88


 �� �

þ 0:03log
0:03

0:12


 �

þ 0:97log
0:97

0:88


 �� ��

¼ � 1

6
� ð�0:966Þ ¼ 0:16:

If the estimated value of cross-entropy CE(X, Y) is near

equal to the calculated value of entropy Ent(X) or entropy

Ent(Y), then the probable approximation is considered to be

good.

3 Theory of matching

Matching is the process used to find the relevant pairs

between two distinct sets of uncommon agents (person,

organization, etc.) based on some suitable function for

solving the real-life problem. An extensive study on how a

particular matching process succeeds in finding the effi-

cient matches, or failing to do so, has yielded some

meaningful insights, mainly in data analytics. Let’s con-

sider a situation when a reputed IT industry wants to select

experts in various domains based on the domain knowledge

of the applicants. Then, the selection committee members

apply the matching based on requirement criterion, quali-

fications and experience of the candidates through the

various phases to select the experts according to the

requirement (Axtell and Kimbrough 2008). Another well-

known example of a matching problem is the marriage

problem, where the common people choose each other

among the heterogeneous preference for matrimonial pairs.

This type of problem involves two distinct or uncommon

sets of participants known as men and women. Each

member of both sets prepares a complete and strict pref-

erence list from the other set of participants. Then, the

matching process yields the set of pairs (men, women) that

are stable and perfect (Liu and Ma 2015). The matching

technique in which one set actively participates and pro-

vides the preferences on the other set, while the other set

has no choice, is called one-side matching. But the

matching process when both sets actively anticipate and

provide a preference list with each other and play the same

importance during matching is called two-side matching.

Combining both of the matching techniques into a single

system is considered as hybrid matching.

A stable matching problem is the special type of

matching which consists of a set of agents, where each

agent has a preference list that maintains a subset of the

other agents in order of preference (Knuth 1997). The

pairing of two agents in stable matching is possible only

when they prefer each other. The stability of the matching

indicates that agents will be willing to participate in the

matching in the sense that no one prefers to be unmatched.

A matching is stable if it is not blocked by any pair.

Example 3 School student admission is a real-life

stable matching problem. One set indicates qualified stu-

dents and another set represents the selected schools with

individual maximum student intake capacity. Each student

provides a preference list of schools, where the students is

willing to take the admission. An instance Z of the School

students problem (ST) consists of a set of students T ¼
t1; t2; . . .:; tk1

f g and a set of schools S ¼ s1; s2; . . .:; sk2
f g.

Each student ti has a preference list of schools S (normally

subsets of S) in strict order of their choice (note that

preference lists may be incomplete). Each school sj has a

preference list of students T in strict order of all those

students that ranked sj on their preference list. If ti and sj
rank each other in their preference lists, then we say they

find each other acceptable. Each school sj is associated

with a capacity cj indicating the maximum number of

students that may be admitted to the school sj. A matching

M of Z is a subset of T � S, such that

(i) ðti; sjÞ 2 M implies that ti and sj find each other

acceptable.

(ii) For each student ti 2 T , ðti; sjÞ 2 M : sj 2 S
�
�
�

�
�
�� 1.

(iii) For each school sj 2 S, ðti; sjÞ 2 M : ti 2 T
�
�
�

�
�
�� cj.

If ðti; sjÞ 2 M, then we say that ti is matched with sj, and

sj is matched with ti. A student ti may be either unmatched

in M, or matched to some school denoted by MðtiÞ. The set
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of students matched with school sj is denoted by MðsjÞ. M
is stable until and unless it admits a blocking pair

ðti; sjÞ 62 M.

3.1 One-side matching

One-side matching process is one way, i.e., when any agent

on a set can be matched with any agent of the other set

(Gale and Shapley 1962). For example, when a person

wants to reserve a room in a hotel as per his/her preferences

and the hotel authority assigns the room as per the pref-

erences of the visitor, then this type of matching is called as

one-side matching since the hotel authority does not have

any preferences on the visitors.

The well-known one-side matching problem is the room

allotment (RA) problem which consists of two agents

(Deng et al. 2003). The first agent is the visitor, which is

represented by B ¼ b1; b2; b3:::; bk1
f g and another agent is

the room denoted by R ¼ r1; r2; r3:::; rk2
f g. Let E be a set

of a suitable pair of visitor and room, i.e., E � B [ R. The

probable quantity of E is m and m ¼ Ej j. The finite list

L bið Þ is the preference list of room for the visitor bi 2 B,

where L bið Þ ¼ rj 2 R : bi; rj
� �

2 E
� �

. Similarly, every

room has an allocated visitors list L rlð Þ where L rlð Þ ¼
bi 2 B : bi; rj

� �
2 E

� �
which is prepared as per the pref-

erences of the visitors.

The preference list of rooms for the visitor bi bi 2 Bð Þ is

denoted by L bið Þ and followed by strict order of preference

rooms. For the visitor bi bi 2 Bð Þ, initially, an instance of a

preference list of rooms are rj rj 2 R; j ¼ 1; 2; :::k2

� �
(say).

Now bi prefer the room rl over the room rj if the rl; rj 2
L bið Þ: Hence rl will be executed before rj according to

preference list of rooms of the visitor bi. The hostel

authority does not have any preference list over the visitor;

this is the property of one-side matching and it is different

from two-side matching.

Example 4 In this example, we have formulated a prob-

lem named Visitors/Rooms (VR) problem, which is con-

cerned with booking the hotel room by the visitors. Here,

the set V ¼ vt1; vt2; vt3; vt4; vt5; vt6f g represents the list of

six visitors, and set R ¼ rm1; rm2; rm3; rm4; rm5; rm6f g
represents the list of six rooms in the hotel. The instance of

the individual visitor’s preference list of rooms is shown in

Table 1, and the initial assignment of hotel rooms among

the six visitors is represented by match-

ingM0 ¼ fðvt1; rm6Þ; ðvt2; rm2Þ; ðvt3; rm5Þ; ðvt4; rm1Þ; ðvt5;
rm3Þ; ðvt6; rm4Þg: Next, the initial matching is upgraded

into M1 ¼ fðvt1; rm2Þ; ðvt2; rm1Þ; ðvt3; rm5Þ; ðvt4; rm4Þ;
ðvt5; rm3Þ; ðvt6; rm6Þg based on the preference list given in

Table 1. Similarly, present matching further updated

toM2 ¼ fðvt1; rm2Þ; ðvt2; rm4Þ; ðvt3; rm5Þ; ðvt4; rm1Þ;
ðvt5; rm3Þ; ðvt6; rm4Þg: At last, the final matching should be

measured as M3 ¼ fðvt1; rm2Þ; ðvt2; rm4Þ; ðvt3; rm1Þ;
ðvt4; rm6Þ; ðvt5; rm5Þ; ðvt6; rm3Þg: Then the final matching

M3 strongly blocks the initial matching M0 and interme-

diate matching M1 and M2 due to the visitorsvt2; vt3 and vt6
are reassigned rooms according to a better choice. M3 is the

most optimal and considered as a Pareto optimal.

3.2 Two-side matching

In the two-side matching, both of the agents of two distinct

groups are actively involved in the process, such that no

agent from one group is matched to more than one agent in

the other group. The agent of one side is matched with the

agent of another side and vice versa. Both of the agents

have a preference list over each other’s (Knuth 1997).

Since both of the agents in two-sided matching maintain

the preference lists over each other, an effective conclusion

might be possible based on the properties of the matching

technique. The Hospitals–Residents (HR) problem was

considered as a two-side matching in (Gale and Shapley

1962). Afterwards, many researchers (Gusfield and Irving

1989; Sotomayor 1990; Irving and Manlove 2008) have

contributed towards two-side matching for solving differ-

ent types of problems.

Assume I be the instance of the HR problem, which

involve two sets R and H, where the set R ¼
r1; r2; r3:::; rk1

f g is represented as the set of residences and

H ¼ h1; h2; h3:::; hk2
f g is represented as the set of hospitals.

The capacity (cj) of the hospital hj indicates the number of

vacancies has for the residents. The acceptance pair of

residences–hospitals is represented by the set E, E �
R� H or E � H � R. The magnitude ‘m’ of E indicates the

acceptance pairs and m ¼ Ej j. For each resident ri 2 R has

an acceptable set of hospitals L rið Þ, where

L rið Þ ¼ hj 2 H : ri; hj
� �

2 E
� �

. Similarly, each hospital

hj 2 H has an acceptable set of residents L hj
� �

, where

L hj
� �

¼ ri 2 R : hj; ri
� �

2 E
� �

.

We consider the agents ak which belong to I are either

residents or hospitals in R� H. Each agent ak 2 R [ H has

a preference list A akð Þ in which the list follows a strict

Table 1 List of visitors and

their preference rooms
Visitors Preference rooms

vt1 rm3, rm2, rm6

vt2 rm4, rm2, rm1

vt3 rm1, rm5, rm3; rm4

vt4 rm2, rm1, rm4; rm6

vt5 rm2, rm5, rm3

vt6 rm3, rm6, rm1; rm4
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sequence. For any resident ri; ri 2 R, the preference hos-

pitals list of the resident denoted as A rið Þ, then the resident

ri prefer the hospital hj over hl if hj; hl 2 A rið Þ. In this case,

the hospital hj proceeds before the hospital hl. Similarly,

the preferences relation among the residents maintain for

the hospitals.

Example 5 Consider the following Hospitals/Residents

(HR) instances (as shown in Table 2) in which six residents

represented by RS ¼ rs1; rs2; rs3; rs4; rs5; rs6f g are to be

selected among the four hospitals H ¼ h1; h2; h3; h4f g. For

the hospital h1 and h4 have one vacancy for each, whereas

h2 and h3 have two vacancies individually.

Here, the resident rs1 prefers the hospital in the

sequence h1, h2, h3 and h4 and capacity of hospital h1 is one

and preferable residents list of hospital h1 is rs1, rs2, rs3

and rs4. So, resident rs1 is assigned to hospital h1 and the

assignment is demoted as (rs1, h1). Similarly, the resident

rs2 is matched with hospital h2 with assignment (rs2, h2). In

the process, the final matching based on the preferences of

residents and hospitals be M ¼ fðrs1; h1Þ; ðrs2; h2Þ;
ðrs4; h3Þ; ðrs5; h4Þg, where the resident’s rs3 and rs6 are not

assigned to any hospital. Also, in this matching M, hospi-

tals h1 hand h2 are full as per their capacity, whereas h3 and

h4 are under assigned. The resident rs6 is not assigned

within any hospital because the preference hospitals list of

resident rs6 are h3, h2 and h1 but the resident rs6 is not

included in the preference lists of those hospitals. On the

other hand, for the resident rs3, the preference hospitals are

h4, h2 and h1 and the resident rs3 is existing in the pref-

erence list of the hospital h1; however, the resident rs3 is

not assigned for the hospital h1. Thereafter, matching M is

not stable because (rs3, h1) is a blocking pair.

There may be some conflicting situation in the two-side

matching, as given below in Example 6.

Example 6 Consider an instance of Hospitals/Residents

(HR) problem where two residents rs1 and rs2 want to join

the two hospitals h1 and h2, where the preferable hospitals

of residents and preferable residents of the hospitals are

shown in Table 3.

There are two stable matching M1 ¼ fðrs1; h1Þ;
ðrs2; h2Þg and M2 ¼ fðrs1; h2Þ; ðrs2; h1Þg according to

Table 3. Both of the matchings are the same status and one

of them may be accepted. Once we apply any matching

technique and choose the matching M1, then the hospital h1

announce that only resident rs2 is acceptable, then match-

ing M1 became unstable. On the other hand, when applying

another matching M2, resident rs2 declares that the hospital

h1 is not preferable. Henceforth, a conflicting situation is

generated.

The pairing or assignment is done based on the accurate

preference list in both side matching and single side

matching. The actual preference lists of the elements are

generated based on the agent’s criteria and provided

information that is often certain and have substantial evi-

dence. In many cases, due to the crisis of information

acquisitions and incomplete data sets or uncertain and

vague information, the decision-maker may not provide

strong evidence to generate accurate ranks. If one or more

agents within a set can have the same preference degree,

then the preference sequence cannot be isolated from each

other. One common example of this situation is found in

dynamic processes, when the elements are running, i.e., the

entry and exit operation are executed simultaneously

within the system. These types of situations often fail to

generate an accurate rank according to the present situa-

tion. As found in the literature, the conventional matching

technique is found to be difficult to manage the situation

smoothly. This study considers such challenging contra-

dictions and proposes a fuzzy-based matching technique

under preference without strong evidence and analyses its

importance. We have used fuzzy set theory to normalize

and manage imprecise situations. The preferences of the

Table 2 List of residents,

hospitals, and their preference

list

Residents Preference hospital list Hospital [capacity] Preference residents list

rs1 h1, h2, h3, h4 h1[1] rs1, rs2, rs3, rs4

rs2 h2, h1, h3 h2[2] rs5, rs2, rs1

rs3 h4, h2, h1 h3[2] rs4, rs1, rs5

rs4 h3, h2, h1 h4[1] rs6, rs1, rs2

rs5 h2, h1, h4

rs6 h3, h2, h1

Table 3 Contradiction of residents and hospitals preference

Resident Preference

hospitals list

Hospital Preference

residents list

rs1 h1, h2 h1 rs2, rs1

rs2 h2, h1 h2 rs1, rs2
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agents are represented by the fuzzy membership degree

instead of the preference sequence.

4 Fuzzy matching

The Patients/Hospitals (PH) problem is defined as a prac-

tical problem, where a set of patients take admission

among the set of quality hospitals to get better clinical

service and treatments. There are different levels of hos-

pitals such as higher level and lower level, where the

higher-level hospitals can treat complex diseases and crit-

ical patients, whereas lower-level hospitals comparatively

provide common services for the normal patients and

common diseases. Now what type of mechanism is to be

considered for the admission (matching) of the patients in

the hospitals to provide better and quality medical service

is an emerging issue. To manage this type of uncertain si-

tuation, we introduce the matching technique like fuzzy

matching (FM) and intuitionistic fuzzy matching (IFM) to

admit the patients to the hospital according to patient

condition and hospital quality/status/level. In FM, each

patient has a membership value indicate the condition of

the patient and a preference list of hospitals. Similarly,

each hospital has a finite number and a membership value

to indicate the hospital’s capacity and quality, respectively.

For the admission of a patient in a hospital by the FM, the

matching procedure is applied with the membership values

and preference lists. The membership value of the patient

and hospital represent the patient condition and hospital

status, respectively. The preference lists of the patient and

hospital show their choice sequence.

The fuzzy matching problem is formulated as follows.

An instance of I of PH involves a set P ¼
fp1; p2; p3; :::; png to represent the patients and another set

H ¼ fh1; h2; h3; :::; hmg to indicate set of the hospital. Each

hospital hj 2 H has a positive integer (cj) to denote the

capacity of the hospital hj which implies that at most cj
number of patients can be admitted. Each hospital hj 2 H

has also a membership value (bj) to indicate the status or

quality of the hospitals. Similarly, each patient pi 2 P has a

membership value (li) to represent the patient condition.

Moreover, there is a set E 2 P [ H to denote the accept-

able patients-hospital pairs. The number of probable

patients-hospital acceptable pairs is presented by m and

m = Ej j. Each patient pi 2 P has an acceptable set of

hospitals L pið Þ, where L pið Þ ¼ hj 2 H : pi; hj
� �

2 E
� �

.

Similarly, each hospital hj 2 H has acceptable set of

patients L hj
� �

, where L hj
� �

¼ pi 2 P : li 	 bj; pi; hj
� ��

2 Eg. Here li 	 bj represent the relation li � bj, where li
and bj are the fuzzy membership grade to represent the

patient condition and hospital status, respectively. Consider

ak is a set of agents and each agent ak 2 P [ H has a

preference list. The finite list A akð Þ represents the ranking

list of preference which follows a strict order. Each patient

pi 2 P has a preference hospitals list hj 2 H, and the

patient pi prefer the hospital hl over hj if hl; hj 2 L pið Þ and

hl appears before hj in the preference list. Each hospital

follows the same procedure and relation as mentioned for

patient during the patient admission.

An assignment M in I is a subset of E. If pi; hj
� �

2 M, pi
is assigned to hj and hj is assigned to pi. For each agent

ak:ak 2 P [ H, the set assignees of ak in M is denoted by

M(ak). If pi 2 P and M pið Þ ¼ ;, then the patient pi still

waiting for taking admission otherwise pi is admitted.

Similarly, for a hospital hj 2 H is under-load, full- or over-

load if the value of M hj
� ��

�
�
� less than, equal or greater than

to cj, respectively. A matching M in I is an assignment such

that M pið Þj j � 1 for each pi 2 P and each hospital hj 2 H

should follow the relation M hj
� ��

�
�
�� cj. For a matching M

and a patient pi 2 P such that M pið Þ 6¼ ;; 8i, then there is

no ambiguity in the matching, the notation M pið Þ consider

as a single member of the matching M.

An instance I of PH and a matching M ofI, then

pi; hj
� �

2 EnM is block by M if (i) patients pi prefer hos-

pital hj 2 M pið Þ or pi is unassigned and (ii) hj prefer pi over

any other member of M hj
� �

or hj is under-load. We con-

sider the matching M as a stable matching if it does not

have any blocking pair. If a patient–hospital pair (pi, hj)

belongs into a stable matching in I, patient pi is said to be a

stable partner of hospital hj and alternatively hj is

stable partner of pi.

Example 7 Consider the following PH instances (as

shown in Table 4) in which eighteen patients are to be

assigned among the four hospitals. Each patient (pi) has an

illness condition and a list of preferable hospitals. Simi-

larly, each hospital has a status and capacity. The capacity

of the hospital h1, h2, h3 and h4 are 5; 3; 4 and 5; respec-

tively. A patient can be admitted to a hospital if the hospital

is present in the patients’ preference list and the hospital is

under-load. Simultaneously, the maximum difference

between the patient’s condition (represented using fuzzy

membership grade) and the hospital status (represented

using fuzzy membership grade) is maintained as 0:2 and

hospital should be under-load.

Here, patient p1 is with fuzzy membership grade 0:8 and

preference hospitals list is h4, h1, h3, h2. Hospital h4 has a

capacity 4 and status 0:7, and 0:8 � 0:7j j � 0:2. So, the

hospital h4 can take the admission of the patient p1, where

the matching is presented as (p1, h4). Similarly, patient p2

has fuzzy membership grade 0:7 and its 1st preferable

hospital h1 has status 0:8 and 0:7 � 0:8j j � 0:2. So,
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matching is possible with p2 and h1, and the matching is

presented as (p2, h1). In the process, the probable matching

is computed asM ¼ fðp1; h4Þ; ðp2; h1Þ; ðp3; h2Þ; ðp4; h1Þ;
ðp5; h1Þ; ðp6; h4Þ; ðp8; h2Þ; ðp9; h3Þ; ðp10; h4Þ; ðp11; h2Þ; ðp12;

h4Þ; ðp13; h3Þ; ðp14; h3Þ; ðp15; h4Þ; ðp16; h1Þg

In this matching M, each patient is assigned some hos-

pital except p7. Patient p7 is not assigned to any hospitals

because the set difference more than 0:2 for the preference

hospitals. Furthermore, hospital h2 and h4 are full, whereas

hospitals h1 and h3 are in under-load.

Table 5 Taxonomy of symbols
Symbols Discretion

H The set h1; h2; h3:::; hk2
ð Þ, List of hospital

Hc The set c1; c2; c3:::; ck2
ð Þ, Capacity of the hospitals

Hs The set b1; b2; b3:::; bk2

� �
, Status of hospitals

P The set p1; p2; p3:::; pk1
ð Þ, List of patients

Pc The set l1; l2; l3:::; lk1

� �
, Patients condition

Hp
i The set phi1; phi2; phi3:::; phikkð Þ, List of preference hospital of the ith patient

L The set p1; p2; p3:::; pk4
ð Þ, List of admitted patients

Ph
j The set pj1; pj2; pj3:::; pjk#

� �
, List of patients admitted within jth hospital

HPI Hospital performance index

HI Happiness index of patients

Tp pivot values of patients

Th Pivot values of hospitals

Table 4 List of patients with

status and their preference, list

of hospital with status and

capacity

Patients (condition) Preference hospital list Hospital (status) Capacity

p1 (0.8) h4, h1, h3, h2 h1 (0.8) 5

p2 (0.7) h1, h3, h4 h2 (0.6) 3

p3 (0.4) h2, h4, h3 h3 (0.4) 4

p4 (0.6) h1, h2, h3 h4 (0.7) 5

p5 (0.7) h1, h2, h4

p6 (0.9) h4, h2, h1

p7 (0.2) h1, h4

p8 (0.5) h2, h3, h4

p9 (0.6) h3, h1, h4

p10 (0.6) h4, h1, h3

p11 (0.8) h2, h4, h1

p12 (0.7) h3, h4, h2

p13 (0.5) h3, h2, h4

p14 (0.3) h4, h2, h3

p15 (0.7) h2, h4, h3

p16 (0.3) h1, h3, h4

p17 (0.9) h1, h2, h4

p18 (0.4) h1, h2, h3, h4
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Result 1: Consider all the patients are same condition

l1 ¼ l2 ¼ l3 ¼ :::lk ¼ lð Þ, so the entropy value of all the

patients will be the same with respect to patients’ condi-

tion. Similarly, when numbers of patients k1ð Þ of a par-

ticular condition l
ð Þ and total capacity k2ð Þ of same status

hospitals b
ð Þ are equal l
 ¼ b
; k1 ¼ k2ð Þ, then the cross-

entropy of patient condition and hospital status is zero.

After that, the patients are not required to follow the

admission criteria, they only need to check the availability

of the hospital according to the patients’ preference list and

process for matching.

Result 2: If the total capacity of the hospitals C

(C ¼
P

j cj) is greater than equal to the number of

patientsjPj, then the procedure generates the same result for

any order of patients. Otherwise, the patient gets the flex-

ibility according to their appearance in order.

Result 3: The fuzzy matching ðMÞ generates the

acceptable pairs between two distinct agents, which fulfills

the essential condition of stable matching M 6¼ ;ð Þ. One

agent is assigned to another agent based on the predefined

criteria and preference list. When 1st choice fails, then only

2nd preference should be considered. So, it is observed that

fuzzy matching is stable.

4.1 Proposed fuzzy matching approach

In this section, we propose the fuzzy matching approach.

Consider that an instance of the simplified patient’s hos-

pitalization problem involves a set P ¼ p
l1

1 ; p
l2

2 ; p
l3

3 ; :::;
�

plnn g of n patients, a set H ¼ h
b1

1 ; h
b2

2 ; h
b3

3 ; :::; hbmm

n o
of m

hospitals. The variable cj (non-negative finite integer)

represents the capacity of hospital hj. Two fractional

parameters li and bj are the fuzzy membership values,

those represent the condition of patient pi and status of

hospital hj, respectively. The finite list Bi ¼ h
bk
k

h i
; k�m1

indicates the set of preferable hospitals for the patient pi.

The capacity of hospital hj is denoted by cj, i.e., hospital hj
can admit utmost cj number of patients. Using entropy, we

measure the patient threshold value Tpð Þ to differentiate the

criticalness of the patients. If the fuzzy membership degree

lið Þ of the patient pi is greater than the threshold value,

then the patient is considered critical. Otherwise, the

patient is considered as non-critical. Similarly, through the

entropy, we measure the hospital threshold value Thð Þ and

if the status grade bj
� �

of the hospital hj is greater than the

threshold value Thð Þ, then the hospital is treated as super

specialty hospital. The critical condition patients are

allowed to take admission within a super specialty hospital

according to preference list otherwise, they can take

admission into a common hospital from their preference

hospital list and maintain the following criteria.

1. dist li; bj
� �

� T : T is the predefined tolerance.

2. hj 2 Bi.

3. bj � Th; li � Tp or bj�Th; li�Tp.

A list Aj½k� indicates that currently, k number of patients

are admitted in the hospital hj. If the patient pi is admitted

in a hospital hj then pi is added within the list Aj½k� and at

the same time, patient pi is removed from the patients list

P. The admitted patients are stored within the list

L ¼
Pm1

j¼1 Aj k½ �. In the normal condition, the relation

Aj k½ �
�
�

�
�� cj is maintained. One can say that hospital hj is

under-load, full- and over-load according to the value of

Aj½k�
�
�

�
� is less than, equal to or greater than cj, respectively.

If Lj j �
Pm

j¼1 cj then the situation is under control; other-

wise situation out of control. Happiness Index (HI) of the

patients is considered as a fuzzy parameter which indicates

the satisfied patient who has admitted according to their

preferable hospital list. HI is obtained as given in (3).

HI ¼ 1

Lj j
XL

j¼1

b j : ð3Þ

The higher values of HI shows that a maximum number

of patients are satisfied. Hospital Performance Index (HPI)

indicates the number of critical patients a hospital (hj) can

handle.

HPIj ¼
1

Aj½:�
�
�

�
�

XAj½:�j j

l¼1

ll: ð4Þ
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The proposed fuzzy matching algorithm is given below.
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4.2 Summarization of the proposed algorithm

In this algorithm, we have considered six input data set

denoted as H, Hc, Hs, P, Pc and Hp
i . The input parameters

H and P represent the set of hospitals and set of patients,

respectively. Individual hospital capacity and status are

represented by the parameters Hc and Hs accordingly. The

finite list Pc indicates the patient’s condition. The prefer-

ence hospital lists of the patients according to their choice

sequence are represented by the parameter Hp
i . Executing

the algorithm, two resultant parameters L and Ph
j are gen-

erated, which indicate the admitted patients list and hos-

pitals wise admitted patients list, respectively. Initially, the

threshold values Tp and Th of the respective patients and

hospitals are calculated by the expressions (1) and (2),

respectively, and given in line 1 and 2 of the proposed

algorithm. After that, the initialization phase is started

where the variable hpi is initialized to zero for the hospital

performance index. Two successive for loops started at

lines 5 and 6 to keep track of assigned the patient to the

hospital according to the preference of the patient. Then,

the belongingness of the hospital in the patient’s preference

list is checked in line 7. If the hospital is present within the

list, then the vacancy of the hospital is checked in line 9.

When the hospital capacity is not equal to zero, hospital

status is compared with threshold value Th and patients’

condition is compared with threshold value Tp in line 10.

Next, we calculate the distance between hospitals status

and patient’s condition by the dist function and compare

with predefined tolerance value in line 11 when both

conditions satisfied in line 10. If the conditions are satisfied

in line 10, then we enlist the patient in admitted patient list

L, remove from patients list P, and reduce capacity of the

hospital by one, the patients are enlisted with in the patient

list of the desired hospital, and hpi variable is modified by

adding assigned patient condition, respectively, in lines 12,

13, 14, 15 and 16. Again, we compare hospital status with

threshold value Th and compare patients’ condition with

threshold value Tp in line 18 when both conditions remain

unsatisfied in line 10. If the conditions are satisfied in line

18, we estimate the distance between the hospitals’ status

and the patients’ condition by the dist function and com-

pare it with the predefined tolerance value in line 19. After

that, we enlist the patient in admitted patient list L, remove

from patients list P, reduce the capacity of the hospital by

one, enlist the patients within the patient list of the hospital

and hpi variable is modified by adding assigned patient

condition, respectively, in lines 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24. The

happiness index of the patients is calculated in line 31. The

individual HPI is calculated by the loop as mentioned in

line 33.

5 Intuitionistic fuzzy matching

The IFM is similar to FM, but in this type of matching

technique, the patient condition and hospital status are

represented by intuitionistic fuzzy number instead of fuzzy

membership value in FM. The intuitionistic fuzzy numbers

consist of positive membership degree as well as negative

membership degree, and those are used to represent the

satisfactory level and rejected tendency, respectively, of

hospital or patient.

In the IFM technique, each patient has an intuitionistic

fuzzy number to indicate the condition of the patient and a

preference list of hospitals. Similarly, each hospital has a

finite number and intuitionistic fuzzy number to indicate

the capacity and level of the hospital, respectively. In this

process, admission (matching) is made based on the intu-

itionistic fuzzy numbers and preference lists of patient and

hospital.

The IFM problem can be formulated with the help of the

previously defined PH problem. For an instance, I of PH

problem involve a set P ¼ fp1; p2; p3; :::; png to represent

the patients and another set H ¼ fh1; h2; h3; :::; hmg to

indicate a set of hospitals. The capacity of the hospital

hj 2 H is represented by a finite positive integer cj. The

intuitionistic fuzzy number lj; mj
� �

indicates the status of

the hospital hj 2 H. Similarly, each patient pi 2 P has an

intuitionistic fuzzy number (li; mi) to represent the patient

condition. The set E is used to represent the accept-

able hospital–patient pairs, where E 2 P [ H. The variable

m is represented the number of acceptable probable hos-

pital–patient pair, m = Ej j. Each patient pi 2 P has an

acceptable set of hospitals L pið Þ, where

L pið Þ ¼ hj 2 H : pi; hj
� �

2 E
� �

. Similarly, each hospital

hj 2 H has an acceptable set of patients L hj
� �

, where

L hj
� �

¼ pi 2 P : li; mið Þ 	 lj; mj
� �

; pi; hj
� �

2 E
� �

; where

li; mið Þ 	 lj; mj
� �

denotes Hamming or Euclidean distance

and li; mið Þ, lj; mj
� �

are two intuitionistic fuzzy numbers
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that indicate the patient condition and hospital status,

respectively. Consider ak is a set of agents and each agent

ak 2 P [ H has a preference list. The finite list A akð Þ rep-

resents the ranking list of preference which follow a strict

order. For any patient pi 2 P has a preference hospitals list

hj 2 H, and the patient pi prefer the hospital hl over hj if

hl; hj 2 L pið Þ and hl appear before hj in the preference list.

Each hospital follows the same procedure and relation as

mentioned for the patient during the patient admission.

An assignment M in I is a subset of E. If pi; hj
� �

2 M, pi
is called assigned to hj and hj admitted the pi. For each

agent ak: ak 2 P [ H, the set assigns of ak in M is denoted

by M(ak). If pi 2 P and M pið Þ ¼ ;, then the patient pi still

waiting for taking admission otherwise, pi is admitted.

Similarly, for a hospital hj 2 H is under-load, full- or over-

load if the value of M hj
� ��

�
�
� less than, equal or greater than

to cj , respectively. A matching M in I is an assignment

such that M pið Þj j � 1 for each pi 2 P and for each hospital

hj 2 H should follow this relation M hj
� ��

�
�
�� cj. For a

matching M and a patient pi 2 P such that M pið Þ 6¼ ;; 8i,
then there is no ambiguity in the matching M, the notation

M pið Þ is also used to represent a single member of the set

M.

An instance I of PH and a matching M, then pi; hj
� �

2
EnM is block by M if (i) patient pi has a preference hospital

hj over M pið Þ or pi is unallocated and (ii) hj prefer pi in

respect of other member of M hj
� �

or hj is under-loaded.

We consider the matching M as a stable matching when

there is no blocking pair. If a patient–hospital pair pi; hj
� �

belongs into a stable matching in I, the patient pi is said to

be a stable partner of hospital hj and alternatively say that

hj is stable partner of pi.
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Example 8 Consider the following PH instance (as

Table 6 shows) in which eighteen patients are to be

assigned among the four hospitals. Each patient pið Þ has an

illness condition and a list of preferable hospitals. Simi-

larly, each hospital has a status and capacity. The capacity

of the hospital h1h2, h3 and h4 are 5, 3, 4 and 5; respec-

tively. A patient can be admitted to a hospital if the hospital

belongs to the patients’ preference hospital list, and the

hospital should be under-load. Simultaneously, the maxi-

mum distance between the patient’s condition (represented

using an intuitionistic fuzzy number) and the hospital status

(represented using an intuitionistic fuzzy number) is

maintained as 0:2.

Here, the patient p1 has intuitionistic fuzzy number

ð0:8; 0:2Þ and preference list of hospitals for patient p1 is

h4, h1, h3, h2. Hospital h4 has a capacity 4 and status

ð0:7; 0:3Þ, then the hamming distance is 1
2

0:8 � 0:7j jþð
0:3 � 0:2j jÞ � 0:2. So, the hospital h4 can take the admis-

sion of patient p1, where the matching is denoted as

ðp1; h4Þ. Similarly, p2 has the intuitionistic fuzzy number

ð0:7; 0:3Þ and its 1st preferable hospital h1 has status

ð0:8; 0:2Þ and 1
2

0:7 � 0:8j j þ 0:3 � 0:2j jð Þ� 0:2. So

matching of p2 is possible with h1 and, and the matching is

presented as ðp2, h1Þ. In the process, the probable matching

is computed as M ¼ fðp1; h4Þ; ðp2; h1Þ; ðp3; h2Þ; ðp4; h1Þ;
ðp5; h1Þ; ðp6; h4Þ; ðp8; h2Þ; ðp9;h3Þ; ðp10; h4Þ; ðp11; h2Þ; ðp12;

h4Þ; ðp13; h3Þ; ðp14; h3Þ; ðp16; h1Þ; ðp17; h1Þg

In this matching M, each patient is assigned some hos-

pital except p7, p17 and p18. These three patients are not

assigned to any hospital because the set difference more

than 0:2 for their preference hospitals. Furthermore, hos-

pital h1 and h2 are full, whereas hospitals h3 and h4 are in

under-load.

6 Conventional matching

Conventional matching is straightforward, as there are no

predefined conditions to be considered during matching

(Sotomayor 1990; Knuth 1997; Liu and Ma 2015). One-

side agent checks the availability of the most suitable op-

tion on the other side agents. If a suitable alternative is

available, then they are matched; otherwise, a second

suitable option is searched, and this process is continued

until complete final matching. All the patients try to admit

to a hospital, which is highly equipped with modern

equipment, i.e., high-status hospital. Firstly, the patient

selects the hospital with high status and checks the hospi-

tals’ availability from higher status to lower status and

takes the admission based on availability.

Consider that an instance I of PH involve a set P ¼
fp1; p2; p3; :::; png to represent the patients and another set

H ¼ fh1; h2; h3; :::; hmg to indicate a set of hospitals. Each

hospital hj 2 H has a positive integer (cj) to denote the

capacity of the hospital of hj, i.e., at most cj number of

patients may be admitted and a membership value (bj)

Table 6 List of patients with

their condition in the form of

IFN and their preference

hospital, list of hospital with

status in the form of IFN and

capacity

Patients (condition) Preference hospital list Hospital (status) Capacity

p1 ð0:8; 0:2Þ h4; h1; h3; h2 h1ð0:8; 0:2Þ 5

p2 (0.7, 0.3) h1; h3; h4 h2ð0:6; 0:4Þ 3

p3 (0.4, 0.6) h2; h4; h3 h3 ð0:4; 0:6Þ 4

p4 (0.6, 0.4) h1; h2; h3 h4ð0:7; 0:3Þ 5

p5 (0.7, 0.3) h1; h2; h4

p6 (0.9, 0.1) h4; h2; h1

p7 (0.2, 0.8) h1; h4

p8 (0.5, 0.5) h2; h3; h4

p9 (0.6, 0.4) h3; h1; h4

p10 (0.6, 0.4) h4; h1; h3

p11 (0.8, 0.2) h2; h4; h1

p12 (0.7, 0.3) h3; h4; h2

p13 (0.5, 0.5) h3; h2; h4

p14 (0.3, 0.7) h4; h2; h3

p15 (0.7, 0.3) h2; h4; h3

p16 (0.3, 0.7) h1; h3; h4

p17 (0.9, 0.1) h1; h2; h4

p18 (0.4, 0.6) h1; h2; h3; h4
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indicates the status or quality of the hospitals. Similarly,

each patient pi 2 P has a membership value (li) to repre-

sent the patient condition. The set of hospital-patients pairs

is denoted by E, where E 2 P [ H. The magnitude of E is

m which indicates the number of probably acceptable pairs,

where m = Ej j. Each patient pi 2 P has an acceptable set of

hospitals L pið Þ, where L pið Þ ¼ hj 2 H : pi; hj
� �

2 E;
�

bj�bjþ18jg. Similarly, each hospital hj 2 H has an

acceptable set of patients L hj
� �

, where L hj
� �

¼
pi 2 P : pi; hj

� �
2 E

� �
. Consider ak is a set of agents and

each agent ak 2 P has a preference hospital list. The finite

list A akð Þ represents preference hospital which is ranked

according to their status. When every patient pi 2 P has a

preference hospitals list hj 2 H, then the patient pi prefers

the hospital hl over hj if hl; hj 2 L pið Þ and bl�bj.

An assignment M in I is a subset of E. If pi; hj
� �

2 M, pi
is called assigned to hj and hj has admitted the pi. For each

agent ak: ak 2 P, the set assignees of ak in M is denoted by

M(ak). If pi 2 P and M pið Þ ¼ ;, then the patient pi still

waits for taking admission otherwise pi is admitted. Simi-

larly, a hospital hj 2 H is under-load, full- or over-load if

the value of M hj
� ��

�
�
� less than, equal or greater than to cj,

respectively. A matching M in I is an assignment such that

M pið Þj j � 1 for each pi 2 P and for each hospital hj 2 H

should follow this relation M hj
� ��

�
�
�� cj. For a matching M

and a patient pi 2 P; if M pið Þ 6¼ ;; 8i, then there is no

ambiguity in the matching M, and the instance M pið Þ is

considered as a single member of the set M.

A matching M and an instance I of PH, a pair pi; hj
� �

2
EnM is blocked by M if only if M hj

� ��
�

�
� ¼ cj; 8j. We

consider the matching M as a stable matching because there

is no option of blocking pair. If a patient–hospital pair (pi,

hj) belongs into a stable matching in I, the patient pi is said

to be a stable partner of hospital hj and alternatively hj is

stable partner of pi.
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Example 9 Consider the following PH instances (as

shown in Table 7) in which eighteen patients are to be

assigned among the four hospitals and each patient has a

condition. Each hospital has a status and capacity. The

capacity of the hospital h1; h2; h3 and h4 are 5, 3, 4 and 5;

respectively. A patient tries to select the under-load hos-

pital with the highest status.

The top five patients p1 to p5 consider the hospital h1,

which is the highest status hospital and takes the admission.

Then the hospital h1 became full. Next, five patients p6 to

p10 select the second-highest status hospital h4, which has a

capacity 5 and can accommodate those five patients. The

next three patients from p11 to p13 are admitted to hospital

h2, and the remaining four patients are in the hospital h3.

Then the final matching M is observed as M ¼ fðp1;

h1Þ; ðp2; h1Þ; ðp3; h1Þ; ðp4; h1Þ; ðp5;

h1Þ; ðp9; h3Þ; ðp10; h4Þ; ðp11; h2Þ; ðp12; h4Þ;
ðp13; h3Þ; ðp14; h3Þ; ðp15; h4Þ; ðp16; h1Þg

M is a matching in which each patient is admitted except

p18, the patient p18 is not assigned to any hospital due to

overload situation. All the hospitals are full, but the allotted

patients within the hospital are not accurate.

7 Case study: preferred hospitalization
of COVID-19 patients

The COVID-19 pandemic created an unprecedented chal-

lenge to the healthcare system due to the exponential rise in

the number of active cases especially when the infection

rate was high during the peak. The infected patients with

comorbidities like diabetes, obesity, and hypertension were

observed to be critical and needed proper treatment to save

their lives. The healthcare systems found it challenging to

extend their service in such a crucial situation, where the

influx of patients with COVID-19 was continued to the

dedicated hospitals. The severity of the patients and the

treatment qualities of the hospitals are found to be very

important factors to be considered during the patient

admission within the hospitals, which are represented with

help of the fuzzy membership degree in the study.

7.1 Analysis of COVID-19 patients and hospitals
using fuzzy membership degree

In this article, three types of parameters such as current

symptoms, associated comorbidities and age of the patients

are considered to assign the fuzzy membership degree for

Table 7 List of patients with status and list hospitals with status and

capacity

Patients (condition) Hospital (status) Capacity

p1 (0.8) h1ð0:8Þ 5

p2ð0:7Þ h2ð0:6Þ 3

p3ð0:4Þ h3ð0:4Þ 4

p4ð0:6Þ h4ð0:7Þ 5

p5ð0:7Þ
p6ð0:9Þ
p7ð0:2Þ
p8ð0:5Þ
p9ð0:6Þ
p10ð0:6Þ
p11ð0:8Þ
p12ð0:7Þ
p13ð0:5Þ
p14ð0:3Þ
p15ð0:7Þ
p16ð0:3Þ
p17ð0:9Þ
p18ð0:4Þ

a

b

c

Fig. 2 a Impact of age. b Impact of symptoms. c Impact of

comorbidities
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representing the condition of the patients. The COVID-19

affected persons initially may suffer from fever or/and dry

cough, then various symptoms like fatigue, anorexia,

myalgia and dyspnea may appear, and in this stage,

patients’ condition may be changed from mild to difficult

and critical situation. Existence of the comorbidities such

as cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, hypertension,

chronic lung disease, cancer and chronic kidney disease

associated with the patients often cause more severe illness

and increase the casualty. The age of a person is found to

be a significant factor in COVID-19 infection and impacts.

As reported so far, up to the second wave of COVID-19,

the kids and the younger generation are less infected or

infected with mild symptoms. The middle age group have

moderate risk, whereas the COVID-19 virus is very dan-

gerous for elderly persons and cause maximum loss. Fig-

ure 2a, b, c shows the fuzziness behavior of these three

types of parameters age, symptoms and comorbidities,

respectively. The health experts consider those three

decision variables to estimate the fuzziness degree of the

patient and identify the patients who need treatment. The

method of evaluation regarding the patient’s condition

based on three parameters is logically illustrated in Fig. 3.

The COVID-19-infected patients and -suspected persons

require the necessary treatment to recover from it. The

suspected persons are normally suggested to stay in home

quarantine for more than two weeks to isolate them from

others. The mild symptoms patients are kept under obser-

vation at a safe home. The severe affected and critical

patients need proper treatments to recover from the unsafe

situation. The dedicated COVID-19 hospitals have ultra-

modern treatment policy, instrumental support and well

experienced health experts for providing the best quality

treatment to the patients. The fuzzy membership degree is

used to consider the available facilities and intuitionistic

fuzzy sets are used to estimate the available as well as lack

Fig. 3 Patient evaluation

method
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of facilities for the dedicated COVID-19 hospitals to rep-

resent the status. The classification and designation of the

hospitals according to the available facilities are shown in

Table 8.

7.2 Experimental results

The World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-

19 a global pandemic on 11th March 2020 (Ren et al.

2020). The malicious coronavirus has been continuously

changing its behavior according to country contexts and

has been exploring unexpectedly. Most of the affected

countries have already applied tough decision like lock-

down to reduce the virus transmission. The health care

system of the affected countries was over helmed due to the

treatment of severe patients of this disease. A number of

severe patients required the hospital, bed and supportive

modern equipment during the treatment (Kapoor et al.

2020). In India, the number of affected persons increased

rapidly, which led to a large influx of critically ill patients

and subsequently the demand of ICU care and mechanical

ventilation were increased.

The incubation period for COVID-19 is thought to be

within 14 days following exposure, with most cases

occurring approximately four to five days after exposure

(Trillas and Riera 1978; Li and Liu 2006; Ren et al. 2020).

The spectrum of symptomatic infection ranges from mild

to critical; most infections are not severe. Comorbidities

that have been associated with severe illness and mortality

include; cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, hyper-

tension, chronic lung disease, cancer and chronic kidney

disease (Atanassov 1986; Kapoor et al. 2020; Kaufmann

and Magens 1975; Loo 1977; Molodtsov 1999; Irving and

Manlove 2008). The possibility of COVID-19 should be

considered primarily in patients with fever and/or respira-

tory tract symptoms who reside in or have traveled to areas

with community transmission or who have had recent close

contact with a confirmed or suspected case of COVID-19.

There are no specific clinical features that can yet reliably

distinguish COVID-19 from other viral respiratory infec-

tions. The most common clinical features of the onset of

COVID-19 disease are fever, fatigue, dry cough, anorexia,

myalgia and dyspnea (Xu and Yager 2008).

According to the report published on 1st June 2021 in

(Govt of WB, 1st June, 2021), newly infected persons and

active cases were, respectively, 9424 and 78,613, in West

Bengal, India, where 193 government and 43 private hos-

pitals were declared as the dedicated COVID-19 hospital

for treatment of COVID-19-infected patients. The total

capacity of those hospitals was approximately 24,695, out

of which 1298 beds were provided with ventilator supports

and 3522 beds were equipped with ICU or HDU systems.

At that moment, 6671 beds were occupied by the active

COVID-19 patients and 18,024 beds were available.

In this study, we consider the said report of West Bengal

regarding the newly infected 9424 COVID-19 patients with

their probable diseases conditions which is represented

using fuzzy membership degree or intuitionistic fuzzy

number according to clinical measure done by the number

of health experts based on mentioned fuzzification method

given in previous section (Sect. 7.1). Each patient provided

their preference by mentioning at least one hospital and at

most eleven hospitals for taking admission through the

proposed method. There were 234 hospitals with 18,024

total available beds supported with ICCU/HDU or venti-

lator. The status of each of the hospitals was assigned based

on membership degree or intuitionistic fuzzy number

according to treatment facilities as shown in Table 9 (lower

Table 8 Classification and status of hospital based on available functionalities

Hospital status Classification of COVID-19 hospital Available services

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

0.1 Home quarantine

0.2 Safe Home

0.3 Temporary hospital facilities Y

0.4 COVID care center Y

0.5 Primary Health center with triage and temporary isolation rooms Y Y

0.6 Hospital with triage and COVID-19 dedicated ward Y Y Y

0.7 Dedicated COVID health center Y Y Y Y

0.8 Dedicated COVID hospital Y Y Y Y Y Y

0.9 Super Speciality Hospital Y Y Y Y Y Y

1 Mass critical care Hospital Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

S1 Experience Health Experts, S2 Oxygen Supply, S3 Quality Clinical Lab, S4 X-ray, S5 CT scan, S6 ICU/HDU, S7 Ventilators
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value indicates the quarantine center and higher value

denotes the hospitals which provide quality treatments) for

treatment functionality. We apply our proposed approach

for the patient’s admission procedure in the hospitals. All

of the 9424 COVID-19 infected patients as of 1st June,

2021 were admitted to the hospitals. The number of

infected patients in a day was much less than the total

number of available beds, hence the situation was under

control. The patients were admitted within the hospitals

based on their preferable choice. All the hospitals were

under-load after completing the admission procedure,

where the minimum and maximum availability of beds

were 3 and 108, respectively. The performance report

indicates the happiness index of the patients and hospital

wise performance index of the methods namely convention

matching, fuzzy matching and intuitionistic fuzzy match-

ing which are statistically represented by Fig. 4a–c,

respectively. In these figures, the status of the hospitals is

denoted by red bubble whereas the hospital performance

index is symbolized by black bubble. In Fig. 4a, the posi-

tion of black bubbles is located below the red bubbles,

which indicates that the resources utilized in hospitals are

less than that of their expected level and very poor in

conventional matching. Whereas, as per Fig. 4c, the

resources utilized in hospitals are much better and above

the normal limit in intuitionistic fuzzy matching. The box

plot within the figures indicate statistical report of patients’

happiness. According to Fig. 4c, both of the median and

upper quartile of patients’ happiness index (HI) are same

which signifies the maximized happiness index and the

magnitude is 0.71 in intuitionistic fuzzy matching. When

the happiness index for the patients is 0.71, 71% of patients

can avail their first-choice hospital and the remaining

patients can avail of second choice or further choice hos-

pitals for admission. The statistical report and mapping

between the status of hospitals and hospital performance

index within the figures represent that the performance of

intuitionistic fuzzy matching is much better with respect of

fuzzy matching and conventional matching.

8 Results and discussion

This study considers the COVID-19 health bulletin pub-

lished in (Govt of WB, 1st June, 2021) on 1st June 2021,

where 9424 infected patients are reported and 234 hospitals

are granted for the COVID-19 treatment with a total

available capacity of 18,024 beds. The respective threshold

values estimated for the fuzzy matching method of the

patient and hospital using the entropy method are 0.73 and

0.82. According to the final outcome of fuzzy matching, all

the patients were admitted, and necessary treatment and

medical service were started from their preferable hospital

according to the approved conditions. The overall perfor-

mances of the three approaches are presented in Table 9.

The sample data set consists of 9424 patients and 234

hospitals with a total available capacity of 18,024 beds.

The comparative performances among the conventional,

fuzzy-based and intuitionistic fuzzy-based matching tech-

niques are given in Table 9, where the patient’s happiness

index (HI) indicate the satisfaction of patient and the

respective estimated values are 0.51, 0.77 and 0.68. Simi-

larly, the performance of hospital is represented by hospital

performance index (HPI) and the respective evaluated

values are 0.56, 0.71 and 0.80.

In the conventional matching procedure, the patients are

just assigned within the hospitals for admission based on

patient’s preference hospitals. This system initially checks

the availability of the hospitals, then assigns patients if any

vacancies are found, otherwise second choice hospitals of

the patients are processed. This process is followed until

the patients are assigned within their preferable list of

hospitals. The performance of this type of conventional

matching is not significant because the patients’ who are at

the beginning of the patients list get the opportunities to be

assigned by some better service providing hospitals,

although they may be less infected patients. Hence the

patient admission procedure in this type of conventional

matching is not fair and super specialty or mass critical

care unit hospitals cannot utilize their ultra-modern medi-

cal units appropriately. Normally, the severe case patients

are not admitted within the desired hospital for getting

accurate treatment. After completing the admission

Table 9 Comparison among the three matching techniques

Applied procedure No of patients Details of hospitals Non-allotted patients HI Average HPI

Numbers Total capacity

Conventional matching 9424 234 18,024 0 0.51 0.56

Fuzzy matching 9424 234 18,024 0 0.77 0.71

Intuitionistic fuzzy matching 9424 234 18,024 0 0.68 0.80
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procedure in the conventional matching, the performance

measuring parameters HI and HPI are obtained as 0.51 and

0.56, respectively. The score of HPI is closer to the lower

quartile of the box plot, which is shown in Fig. 4a and

according to this figure, the performance of lower-level

hospitals are below the hospital status. In fuzzy matching,

initially the system checks the patient’s condition which is

evaluated by health experts, and the status of the hospitals

which is assigned according to the availability of the ser-

vice. Thereafter the admission process will be continued to

admit the patients within the appropriate hospitals. The

accuracy of the admission process for this matching tech-

nique is better with respect of conventional matching. The

priority of the enlisted patients depends on the illness level

of the patient and based on the illness level, the patients are

admitted within appropriate hospitals. The resultant score

of HI of the patients and HPI are, respectively, obtained as

0.77 and 0.71. As mentioned on the box plot of Fig. 4b, the

HPI of the fuzzy matching lies nearby the median level,

and the performance and status of hospitals are balanced

with each other, which is shown in Fig. 4b. For the intu-

itionistic fuzzy matching, the admission procedure is exe-

cuted through the bidirectional checking between condition

of the patient and status of hospitals. In this matching

technique, both of the appearing and non-appearing

symptoms of the patients as well as available and non-

available services of the hospitals are considered. This

matching (intuitionistic fuzzy matching) is more accurate

and provides the option for admission of the real patients

who are critically ill to the quality service providing hos-

pitals. Here, the obtained score value of the HPI is near

equal to the upper quartile mentioned in Fig. 4c. The HPI

score of this matching is obtained as 0.8, which is better

than the other two matching techniques. However, the

score of HI of the patients is 0.68, which is lower than that

of fuzzy matching due to incorporating more options of the

patient during this matching process.

9 Conclusion

Matching is the process to pair between two disjoint ele-

ments which belong to two distinct sets. In the one-side

matching, only one agent provides their preference

sequence and matching is done accordingly. Whereas in

two sides matching, both side agents provide their prefer-

ence and matching is done after fulfilling both predefined

side conditions. In this paper, initially we have proposed

fuzzy set-based matching by extending the conventional

matching technique in the environment of uncertainty. We

have also proposed intuitionistic fuzzy set-based matching

technique by extending the proposed fuzzy matching

technique. We have proposed both of the matching tech-

niques to capture the uncertain information, where the

actual preference sequence is difficult to construct due to

imprecise and inadequate data. So, we have used the

membership value in fuzzy matching, and membership as

well as non-membership values in intuitionistic fuzzy

matching. For the fuzzy matching, the threshold values of

both side agents are estimated through the entropy mea-

surements for comparing the two-side agents with some

a

b

c

Fig. 4 a Patients allocation status of conventional matching.

b Patients allocation status of fuzzy matching. c Patients allocation

status of intuitionistic fuzzy matching
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predefined conditions. In the intuitionistic fuzzy matching,

the comparison between two-side agents is performed

based on hamming distance. In this study, we have applied

the proposed method for the hospitalization of COVID-19

patients among the dedicated COVID-19 hospitals. The

patients have a fuzzy membership value which indicates

the patient condition and a preference list of hospitals.

Similarly, a set of hospitals has a fuzzy membership value

that represents the status of the hospital and a finite

capacity. Using the entropy measure, the threshold values

of the patients as well as hospitals are obtained. Then, the

patient condition is checked with respect to the patient

threshold value. According to the patient preference

sequence, the suitable hospital is chosen with respect to a

hospital threshold value for taking admission. Similarly, in

the intuitionistic fuzzy matching, patients’ condition and

status of hospital are represented by the intuitionistic fuzzy

number, and the hamming distance is measured between

them. Patients are admitted to a hospital based on the

hamming distance and some predefined conditions. Two

parameters are used to measure the performance of the

proposed method, which are HI and HPI. The happiness

index (HI) indicates how many patients are admitted in

their first preferences hospital, whereas hospital perfor-

mance index (HPI), represent how much the individual

hospital handles critical patients. The proposed fuzzy

matching and intuitionistic fuzzy matching have been

applied to the sample data set with conventional matching.

In conventional matching, the patients are admitted

according to their sequence within the patient list and most

of the patients are not admitted according to their best

choice. Whereas according to the fuzzy matching and

intuitionistic fuzzy matching, initially, the list of unad-

mitted patients and vacancy in the available hospitals are

checked, and then compared with each other for proper

matching before admission. The obtained results of the

fuzzy matching and intuitionistic fuzzy matching are

observed as much better than the conventional matching.

The performance of fuzzy matching and intuitionistic fuzzy

matching are in conflict with each other due to the out-

comes of HI and HPI values. In fuzzy matching, the value

of HI is better than the intuitionistic fuzzy matching,

alternatively, the HPI value of intuitionistic fuzzy match-

ing is better. In future, the researchers can improve the

performance of proposed matching by normalizing the

fuzzy membership degree with a linguistic hedge for better

accuracy and may use different statically analysis for

finding the more accurate pairs.
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